
any kind of precipitation were summarily classified
as group I, days without as group II. The result is
shown in the table.

We conclude that the terrain-induced rising of
the warmest layer (which can carry more water
vapor than colder layers) with the corresponding
adiabatic cooling is instrumental for the occurrence
of ice crystal precipitation. Conversely, the sinking
of moist air after it passes terrain a few hundred
meters higher diminishes the chance for ice crystal
formation or survival. This conclusion is supported
by statistics of the maximum relative humidity re-
corded each day in the warmest layer above the
inversion in the 1975-1976 summer for which de-
tailed sounding evaluations were available: there
were 29 days with a highest relative humidity value
of 80 percent or more, which means supersatura-
tion with respect to ice at South Pole temperatures;
in 25 of these days, ice crystal fall was observed.

This study was supported by National Science
Foundation grants DPP 71-04033 and DPP 76-
00434.
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Number of days, December and January 1971-1972
through 1975-1976 (total = all days with wind soundings).

Group	Sector A	Sector B	Total

I	 29	 150	 179
II	 53	 48	 101

Totals	82	 198	 280

X2 = 39.2, to be compared with 10.8 for significance with one
degree of freedom at the 0.1-percent level.
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Lidar studies for polar regions

VERN N. SMILEY, JOSEPH A. WARBURTON,
BRUCE M. MORLEY, and BRUCE M. WHITCOMB

Desert Research Institute
Energy and Atmospheric Environment Center

University of Nevada System
Reno, Nevada 89507

In the austral winter of 1975, vertical lidar (op-
tical radar) soundings of the troposphere were
taken simultaneously to provide information on
precipitation falling out. Bruce Morley operated
the equipment. The purpose of the measurements
is to determine where ice crystals are formed in
the atmosphere and to study the sizes, types, and
relative concentrations of crystals under different
conditions. Figure 1 is a block diagram of the lidar
and data acquisition system. The detection limit is
about 0.1 crystal per liter for a crystal size of 400
microns at an altitude of 1 kilometer.

Data reduction is not yet complete, and further
data are required before general conclusions can
be stated. However, as during summer (Smiley et
al., 1975) precipitation was observed from a clear
sky and in the presence of cloud layers.

Interesting examples occurred near sunrise.
Figure 2 is an average over 5 hours on 23 Sep-
tember 1975 of range-corrected lidar returns. The
curve shows a thick cloud layer extending from
about 0.6 kilometer to over 7 kilometers above the
surface. Light precipitation of crystals was observed
during this period. Most of the crystals were shaped
like bullets or columns, having a bimodal size dis-
tribution with peaks at 125 and 250 microns. The
mean size was 200 microns. The mean crystal flux
rate was 370 crystals per square centimeter per
hour. In addition, there were many smaller plates
and columns. In summer, most of the observed
crystals were much larger than this. Figure 3 is an
averaged lidar return taken just before sunrise
showing a thick upper ice crystal cloud layer with
a thinner, more tenuous layer at about 0.6 kilo-
meter from which ice crystals are precipitating.
Crystals falling out of higher layers may grow in
lower layers having enough moisture.

In addition to the field work, we studied a rela-
tively new lidar technique, referred to as differen-
tial absorption backscatter spectroscopy, for ob-
taining vertical profiles of water vapor in the polar
atmosphere (Whitcomb and Smiley, 1975). The
technique works on a principle developed by
Schotland (1966): a laser transmitter emits two
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pulses at two different wavelengths simultaneously	"window" region free of atmospheric absorption.
or almost simultaneously. One wavelength coin-	The gaseous concentration as a function of range
cides exactly with a molecular absorption line for a	can be obtained from the two return signals back-
particular gas under study, and the other with a	scattered by molecules and aerosols. Since water

Figure 2. Average lidar re-
turn signal from cloud
layers at the South Pole on
23 September from 0100 to
0550 GreenwIch Mean Time

(GMT).
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vapor concentrations are very low in the polar re-	for intense water lines covered by new infrared
gions, intense absorption lines must be used to ob-	laser dyes in the 0.94-micron water band. Figure 4
tain a significant difference in the two signals.	shows the calculated returns for polar winter con-
Calculations were made of expected lidar returns	ditions for several 0.94-micron lines with laser pulse
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energy of 50 millijoules, scattering cell length of 100
meters, receiver aperture of 500 square centi-
meters, and an S-i photomultiplier detector. For
comparison, figure 4 shows results for a tunable
ruby lidar operating at 0.69 micron and having
the same specifications as above except for an S-20
photomultiplier. The separation between returns
for the ruby lidar is insufficient to permit the use
of that system for water vapor measurements in
the polar winter.

Analysis of these returns shows that a two-wave-
length dye laser lidar should be able to measure
water vapor under polar winter conditions to a
height of about 3 kilometers with several minutes
of integration time.

This project was supported by National Science
Foundation grant DPP 74-04990.
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Source of nuclei of atmospheric
ice crystals at the South Pole

TAKESHI OHTAKE
Geophysical Institute
University of Alaska

Fairbanks, Alaska 99701

In the last 30 years, meteorologists have used
transmission electron microscopes and electron
microdiffraction techniques to study the chemical
composition of nuclei in cloud droplets and ice
crystals. However, because only morphological
techniques and electron micro diffraction tech-
niques were applicable, only a few of the droplets
and crystals were identified unambiguously as sea
salt particles, soil particles, or combustion products.
Now the scanning electron microscope, with X-ray

analysis, opens a new field in investigating nuclea-
tion.

Nuclei of ice crystals collected at the South Pole
were examined with a scanning electron micro-
scope and an X-ray energy spectrometer combined
to determine their source and their chemical com-
position. The nuclei were found throughout the
crystals—not just at the centers. The table gives the
elemental composition (for atomic numbers greater
than 10) of nuclei in the crystals, the date of col-
lection, and the shape and size of each crystal. No
differentiation is made between centered and ran-
domly located nuclei.

Twelve of 17 ice crystals had high silicon content.
Ten crystals had aluminum, always combined with
silicon. Two crystals had no detectable chemical
elements. Most of the ice crystals taken on 17 and
18 December 1974 had primarily silicon and alumi-
num. In contrast, 7 of 12 crystals taken on 25 and
26 December had sodium, magnesium, chlorine,
sulfur, potassium, and calcium (typical composi-
tions of sea salt) combined with silicon and alumi-
num.

Air trajectory analyses using 400-millibar flow
showed that air arriving at the South Pole normally
enters the southwest part of the antarctic continent
(90° to 170°W.) from the Pacific Ocean and travels
about 1,700 kilometers in 2 to 4 days from the open
ocean. So, ice nuclei such as kaolin particles and
clay minerals indicating silicon and aluminum pos-
sibly are transported from the desert in Australia
or from volcanos. (Volcanic ash from the recent
volcanic eruption of Augustine Island, Alaska,
showed strong nucleation ability in a settling cloud
chamber: Ohtake, 1971.)

Air trajectories at 400- and 700-millibar levels arriving at the
South Pole at 0000 local time, 18 December 1974. Each arrow

indicates air flow every 12 hours.
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